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The Benefits Battle
An examination of the challenges facing 
veterans when leaving the Armed 
Services 
By Ashleigh Bird

Stirling District Citizens Advice Bureau Ltd. is one of the 61 member bureaux that form 
Scotland’s largest independent advice network. CAB advice services are delivered 
using service points throughout Scotland, from the islands to city centres. 

The CAB Service aims: 

 to ensure that individuals do not suffer through lack of knowledge of 
their rights and responsibilities, or of the services available to them, or 
through an inability to express their need effectively 

and equally 

 to exercise a responsible influence on the development of social policies 
and services, both locally and nationally.

The CAB Service is independent and provides free, confidential and impartial advice 
to everybody regardless of age, disability, gender, race, religion and belief and sexual 
orientation.
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The Problems Faced by Veterans
A veteran is anybody who has served in the UK Armed Forces (whether regular 
or reserve). In 2012 the number of ex-service personnel was estimated to be 
approximately 400,000.1  However, the veteran community also includes the widows/
widowers and dependants of veterans. Poppy Scotland estimates that the Armed 
Forces community (which includes those still serving and dependents of those who 
have served/are still serving) is around 700,000.  Furthermore, the average age of the 
ex-Service community was 63 years old.2 

The Armed Forces Advice Project started in July 2010. In the period from inception 
to 31 March 2014, the main issues raised by ex-service personnel concerned benefits 
(37%).3 This was closely followed by debt (17%). Less frequently raised issues included; 
financial services and charitable applications (8%), employment (6%), housing (7%), 
health (3%), legal (3%), relationship (3%) and, other (16%).4  It is clear that the 
benefits system poses a significant problem for veterans. Furthermore, it can be 
argued that this problem has only been increased by the recent welfare reforms. 
Andrew Scobie, a social policy researcher for Stirling District Citizens Advice Bureau 
Ltd., recently examined the impact that the recent reform has had upon wider society. 
He offered this explanation of the ‘new’ system:

“Amongst the most significant changes to public policy initiated by the government 
have been those made to the welfare provision. From April 2013 to October 2017 
the Welfare Reform Act will be put into practice. The most prominent changes 
include the replacement of JSA, ESA, Income Support, Child Tax Credit and Working 
Tax Credit with ‘Universal Credit’. Disability Living Allowance (DLA) is to be replaced 
with ‘Personal Independent Payment’ (PIP). The general movement of the 2012 
Act is the “tightening up of benefit eligibility”. These changes in eligibility can be 
framed with a process policy analyst classify as ‘responsibilisation’. Theoretically 
this process advocates that responsibility for ‘security’ i.e. financial security, safety, 
health, etc., should be located primarily in the hands of the individual as opposed 
to the state. In practice this has involved the government attempting to instil what 
they believe to be responsible conduct amongst citizens including securing paid 
employment, saving money etc.5  A process originating in the ‘welfare to work’ 
agenda followed by New Labour.6”- Andrew Scobie, Social Policy Researcher at the  
Stirling District Citizens Advice Bureau Ltd., 2013.7

The problems explored by Scobie in his paper “Got no Money, Got no Food: A study 
of ‘crisis’ assistance in Stirling District” are equally applicable among the veteran 
community. However, as this paper will examine, veterans are unlikely to seek help in 
the first instance. Therefore, this ‘responsibilisation’ of the welfare system may pose 
a greater barrier for an ex-serviceman than another applicant. 

Introduction
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The Challenges Facing Veterans 
Research commissioned by the Royal British Legion in 2011 outlined a number of 
key factors which identified individuals who are likely to need greater support to 

The Royal British Legion also estimated that around 530,000 or 6% of the ex-Service 
community in the UK who experience difficulty with the welfare system fail to get 
advice or support for it.9 Furthermore, the Legion suggests that there are a number of 
barriers to accessing assistance or not seeking additional support. For instance, some 
veterans fail to seek support due to a lack of knowledge about available services.10  
However, research also suggests that this failure to seek advice may be attributed 
to a ‘military mentality’ of ‘making do’ and ‘getting on with what you’ve got’.11  In 
2010 it was estimated that 1.5 million people in the UK veteran community were 
experiencing three or more health or welfare problems and 570,000 experiencing 
more than five difficulties.12 This challenge has only been increased in recent years 
due to the welfare reforms.

The Government’s ‘responsibilisation’ approach to the welfare system places greater 
emphasis on the individual to personally seek out help which, as mentioned, veterans 
are unlikely to do. In 2006 Poppy Scotland reported that 35% of veterans experience 
some form of difficulty (benefits or otherwise), with one in six experiencing multiple 
difficulties. This equates to nearly 135,000 veterans and their adult dependents in 
need of assistance.13  Furthermore, they also concluded that older individuals are more 
likely to report the difficulties they face.14  Therefore, it is possible that the number of 
‘working age’ individuals experiencing difficulties may be much higher that research 
suggests. Overall, the need for support and advice is evident. Particularly for younger 
veterans.

make the transition into 
civilian life.8 For instance, 
they noted that individuals 
who; had few transferable 
skills or qualifications; 
were unable to secure 
alternative employment; 
had a lack of awareness of 
available support or; had 
a lack of preparation for 
the transition into civilian 
life were at particular risk. 
Therefore such persons in 
particular are in need of 
additional support. 
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What makes veterans different to the ‘typical CAB client?
While the advice sought by veterans concerns similar topics to other ‘average’ CAB 
clients, the typical veteran presents themselves with 4.1 issues while the average (non-
veteran) client has just 2.1. Furthermore, despite having a greater number of issues 
veterans often have little awareness of the welfare system and how to interact with 
it indeed, there are many anecdotal reports of veterans failing to claim the support 
which they are entitled to. Therefore, veteran cases tend to be more complex which, 
in turn, place a greater demand on time and resources.15  

Furthermore, many veterans who, pre the 2012 Benefits Reform Act, were eligible 
for sickness and/or disability benefits now face the daunting prospect that the help 
will be removed; with many claimants now being told that they are ‘fit for work’.16 

Indeed out of the benefit enquiries 44% concern sickness and disability.17 However, 
this “Fit for Work” presents veterans with another challenge, employability. Many 
veterans entered the forces with a minimal standard of education and although they 
may possess specialised military skills, such skills are not immediately or necessarily 
transferable into the civilian workplace. Therefore, veterans often require assistance 
in training and seeking employment. Furthermore, this process demands the 
assumption that veterans are aware of how to navigate through the employment 
market which, studies have shown, they can find challenging.18    

In addition, The Royal British Legion found 
that the age of the veteran often impacts 
the type of challenge they face. For instance, 
they reported that those of working age are 
more likely to face difficulties concerning; 
finances, unemployment or lack of skills and 
training, decreased mobility and mental 
health problems. On the other hand, those of 
pensionable age (apart from health and care) 
are more likely to face challenges concerning; 
house and garden maintenance, mobility, 

low income, loneliness and depression.19  Furthermore, research by Poppy Scotland 
reported that the main area of difficulty concerns mobility (15% of sample). This is 
followed by financial difficulties (12%) and wellbeing issues (9%). Again, these issues 
varied with age however, they concluded older individuals were more likely to report 
the difficulties faced.20 

Therefore, it is possible that the number of ‘working age’ individuals experiencing 
difficulties may be much higher than research suggests. Again, this lack of enquiries 
into help may be because of the reform of the welfare system. However, it is important 
to note that the majority of serving personnel make a successful transition into civilian 
life.21  This paper focuses on the minority which do not.
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Methodology

Data Collection
To address the research objectives, the study employed a mixed method approach, 
incorporating both quantitative and qualitative enquiry; more specifically 
document analysis, questionnaires and interviews. 

When a client approaches the bureau the advisors record the details of the case on 
a specified client record sheet. Furthermore, referrals to the ASAP from Stirling CAB 
are recorded using a designated referral form which lists information including why 
the client was referred and for how long. Using a combination of ASAP referrals and 
client record sheets, numerical data can be gathered on reasons why the client had 
been referred along with their age gender and council ward where they lived. Such 
data was recently published the CAB’s 2012 Report: Civvy Street: The New Frontline  
and therefore, shall act as the main statistical source.22 However, through the use 
of questionnaires and interviews this paper aims re-examine that paper’s finding 
specifically relating to the welfare system. A voluntary questionnaire was devised 
to gather data on the demographics of clients and the circumstances behind their 
referral.  Additionally, the questionnaire invited clients to share their feelings on 
being referred to ASAP and their attitudes towards the ongoing process of welfare 
reform. Previous case studies on the experience of veterans from several sources were 
also included. 

Besides exploring the viewpoints of clients, this paper is also interested in examining 
the opinions of those working within the transition process of service personnel 
from military into civilian life. Therefore, an interview was conducted with the ASAP 
Regional Support Officer, Ally Gemmell (LLB) and a representative of the British Army, 
Major Maxwell (SO2Transition ).

Sampling
Informants were recruited on the basis that they had approached the bureau to seek 
assistance involving benefits. Therefore, sampling was highly organic in that quotas 
were not placed on age, gender etc. However, the limited time available to complete 
this report placed a huge restriction upon the number of interviews/ questionnaires 
which could be conducted or completed. 

Methodology
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Interviews

Interview with Ally Gemmell ASAP Regional Support 
Worker 

In recent years the Citizens Advice Bureau has seen an increase in the number of 
enquiries regarding benefits particularly amongst the veteran community (38% of 
veteran enquiries concern benefits).  In your opinion, why do you think that ex-
servicemen find the benefits system to be challenging?

For some it is a completely alien, bureaucratic process that they have no knowledge 
or experience of. Some perceive it as a failure on their part to have to rely on the 
support of the benefit system. Some viewed it as staffed by ‘bean counting civvies! Just 
this week I dealt with a veteran with diagnosed Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, who 
had an appointment at the Job centre but could not physically enter the building and 
broke down in tears. He will now be sanctioned for not attending his appointment 
and will be reliant on veterans charities support.

The Armed Services Advice Project (ASAP) was created to be a focal point for the 
armed forces community in Scotland for access to advice, information and support. 
The organisation works closely with key partner organisations to ensure that the 
client receives the most appropriate support. However, what challenges does ASAP 
itself face when accessing and delivering this advice, information and support for a 
client?

The biggest challenge ASAP faces is, in my opinion, being restricted by the Data 
Protection Act, in dealing with some of the bureaucratic organisations mentioned in 
the above answer. Some veterans do not know what benefits they are in receipt of, 
why they were discharged from the military and what pension they are in receipt of. 
On occasion, some do not know why they have been arrested, if they have committed 
an offence. When we are all trying to find the best outcome and solution for a 
vulnerable veteran, joint working and data sharing could make for an easier outcome 
for the veteran, and all agencies involved. This in turn, leads to a complexity of issues 
and time consuming, with what started as a simple query becomes, multi-layered 
and complex and takes many visits to resolve and this is key to the additionality and 
support the ASAP project workers can add.

ASAP offers free, confidential, 
independent and impartial 
advice for the Armed Forces 
Community.
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In your view, have the benefit reforms made the process more difficult and if so 
why? (Please give specific examples)

The welfare reforms have made the process considerably more difficult. I have been 
in post for over 3 years and we have to provide quarterly reports for the funders 
and this current post-Christmas quarter has been my busiest in post to date. This is in 
part due to benefit sanctions, benefits not being renewed, medical assessment, and 
people now no longer fulfilling a specific criteria of eligibility for a benefit.

Examples – in question 1, I mentioned a veteran who will now be sanctioned for not 
physically being able to attend an appointment.

I have seen veterans not eligible for a benefit as they are in employment but are long 
term ill, and so have become reliant on veterans charities for support.

I have dealt with veterans who are in ill-health and incapacity who will not work 
again yet, a benefit such as DLA or PIP has not been awarded, despite being in receipt 
of a war pension.

There has also been an increase of foodbank referrals due to benefits sanctions, 
poverty and general financial hardship.

Can you please describe the average ex-servicemen which you deal with?

There is not a specific average veteran that we deal with as such. Perhaps the two 
extremes of the spectrum of the young early service leaver and the full service career 
veteran are the most common, so ages of early 20s to those in their 50s. For many life 
seems to be fine and in order with stability but perhaps with retirement or a job loss 
or matrimonial upheaval, life starts to unravel and issues from past military service, 
previously suppressed, start to come to the forefront of their thoughts.

The majority of serving personnel make a successful transition into civilian life.   Why 
is it then that some service personnel find the transition more difficult than others? 

See above answer which overlaps this one in some ways. It is absolutely true that 
the majority have successful civilian lives, but for a significant minority there are 
severe issues. Why, is the million dollar question? Perhaps through exposure to 
certain situations and incidents resulting in PTSD or addiction or for some crime 
and homelessness. For some, the position of responsibility and access to equipment, 
weapons and information, is something that can never be replaced or replicated in 
civilian life. Even the adrenaline high of certain situation is unlikely to be replaced. 
Some become institutionalised and cannot cope with the bureaucracy of civilian 
institutions such as the DWP and benefits.
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Due to injuries sustained through in the Services, mental health issues which emerge 
after discharge and higher than average rates of unemployment, veterans are more 
likely to interact with the welfare system than non-ex-servicemen.  Therefore, do 
you think that the root of the problem lies not within the benefits system but in a 
lack of support prior and during the transition into civilian life?

Again we have to acknowledge for the majority that transition is successful and 
therefore support is available and working. Unfortunately the veterans ASAP and 
other veterans charities deal with, often say that they lacked help and support with 
transition. However, there are careers transitions courses and choices. In terms of 
mental health issues, the organisation Combat Stress’s figures indicate that mental 
health issues take 10 years to manifest to their true extent. Some do not disclose this 
in service due to a fear of it being career and promotion limiting or ridicule. I have 
an example of one of my clients who ended up in prison, from service, with offences 
caused by a link to PTSD, yet the Ministry of Defence, disingenuously, attribute his 
behaviour to matrimonial issues!

What advice can you give to an ex-serviceman who is unsure of his rights?

Engage with ASAP and do not bury your head in the sand and seek assistance after 
crisis point, engage before, with the supportive ASAP workers.

HELP 
Stirling District CAB: 

Armed Services Advice Project (ASAP)

Regional Support Officer:  Ally Gemmell

Telephone:    01786 451 225 or 07580811807

Admin contact:    allygemmell@stirlingcab.casonline.org.uk

This Project gives advice, Information and support to the Veteran 

Community including benefits, debt, housing and employment. 

Home visits can also be arranged.
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Interview with Major Gene Maxell 
SO2 Transition with the British Army.

Who is the transition programme offered to and how 
long does it take?

For a full service person, someone who has completed 
at least six year of service, the process comprises of a 
two year transition period where the individual is given 
assistance in issues such as housing, education, employment and welfare. For early 
service leavers there is a limited amount of support however, we do provide some 
assistance in education and employment skills. 

What skills and activities are involved in the process?

The transition process revolves around “The Five Transition Pillars”: employment, 
education, housing, healthcare and welfare.  Service leavers participate in a range of 
activities such as career and budgeting workshops designed to prepare them for the 
transition. However, it is often not compulsory for service personnel to attend these 
workshops. Therefore, through their own choice, they miss out on these vital skills.

Is there a particular area of the transition process which you would recognise as 
being particularly challenging for service personnel?

The primary challenge that the transition process has is its “engagement” with 
the service personnel. While some service personnel engage in the process others 
withdraw from it completely and therefore fail to be adequately prepared for civilian 
life. However, in terms of the five pillars, the main problem then I’ve found service 
personnel have is in housing. In the Army only 34% of active service men and women 
own their own home. This is compared to the Navy and Air force which sits at roughly 
60%. 

Is there a certain ‘type’ of serviceperson who requires extra assistance during the 
process?

The simple answer is no. I have come across service men and women of every rank 
and unit who have failed to engage with the process. For instance, I have worked 
with two Sergeant majors, one from Aberdeen and the other from Dundee. While 
the chap from Dundee had thought about his transition into civilian life from early 
on; owning his own home and engaging in a variety of employment targeted courses, 
the other chap had failed to do any kind of preparation and therefore found the 
transition extremely difficult. 
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Is there a particular aspect of the process which you have found service personnel 
struggle with?

Engagement, engagement, engagement. The system in place is good, it helps the 
majority of service personnel make a smooth transition into civilian life. However, some 
people refuse to accept that they are going to leave the service and by not engaging 
or preparing themselves they are trying to deny its eventuality.  Furthermore, many of 
the briefings and presentation available are offered on a voluntary basis. Therefore, 
there is no onus on an ‘unengaging’ individual to participate and therefore leaves 
unprepared for civilian life.

The majority of enquires received by CAB concern the welfare system. Many clients 
are confused about the process and what they are entitled to. What structures, if 
any, are there within the transition process to help individuals successfully interact 
with the system?

While in service men and women have access to the “Veterans Welfare Service” 
which provides almost a one stop shop for all their welfare needs. This is a stark 
contrast to the civilian welfare system, particularly due to the recent reforms which 
places the responsibility on the individual to pursue the solution themselves. This is 
something that our boys and girls are not familiar with. However, the Army does try 
to aid individuals struggling with the system by allowing them to access the Veterans 
Welfare Service for two years after they leave. 

In your opinion, could he transition process be improved and if so in what ways?

Firstly, increasing the awareness of service personnel about the circumstances of 
civilian life is an increasing aim of the Army. Typically, those who fail to engage in 
the process have two very different expectations of civilian life. Firstly, service leavers 
sometimes harbour an overly rosy view of civilian life whereby they believe that all 
will be well and therefore are not concerned about its preparation. On the other 
hand, there is the view that civilian life consists of alcohol fuelled unemployment and 
therefore there no point in engaging with the process. 

Secondly, the Army is looking to place a greater emphasis on the need for personnel 
to attend the voluntary briefings. 

Overall, I personally feel that service personnel need to be engaging with and 
considering the transition into civilian life at a much earlier stage. However, the 
constant problem that the process is battling is convincing individuals of the need to 
do this. 
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Survey ResultsTransition to Civilian Life

As members of the British Army, each soldier will inevitably return to civilian life 
at some point, whether at the end of their formal engagement, or due to family 
obligations, health or unforeseen circumstances.

If this is you, it is never too soon to prepare for this major change in your life.

Time spent considering all the factors well in advance of discharge makes planning 
for your return to civilian society and commencing a civilian career far less stressful. 
It will also allow you time to make sensible provisions and exploit every opportunity 
that Service life offers to improve yourself.

The process of Transition - your journey
From the moment you join, you will be preparing for life after the Armed Forces. 
Transition is the through-career preparation of all service personnel to make a 
successful return to civilian life. This takes the form of information being made 
available to all soldiers and their families in order to;

 • increase their awareness of the challenges they will face so that they can 
successfully navigate a return to civilian society

 • highlight opportunities to develop themselves whilst still in service

 • plan their future taking account of changing circumstances, and

 • ensure that the basic requirements for a successful future are regularly 
checked.

The pillars of a successful transition are: Employment, Education, Housing, Health 
and Welfare. If you are well prepared in these areas, your transition to civilian life 
will be much smoother.

Information will be made available to you in order to increase your overall awareness, 
which will help equip you to make and maintain personal or family contingency 
plans as you progress through your military career.

Although information will be available to all service personnel, it is YOUR responsibility 
to make the best use of it to help in YOUR journey towards life after the Armed 
Forces.

Transition is something that you do for yourself with the information that is made 
available to you. It precedes Resettlement, which occurs in the last two years of 
service, based on entitlement.
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How does Transition work? 
Headquarters Support Command has established Transition staff officers at all 
Regional Brigades within the UK who work closely with Regional Military Civilian 
Integration (MCI) staff within the Armed Forces Community Covenant.

Together they capture regional information from civilian sources, which paints a 
picture of what it is like to live and work in their region. This includes demographic 
information like employment statistics, local industries, strategic enterprise initiatives 
and house prices.

It will also signpost you to support agencies and service providers including:

 • local authorities for education, housing and social services 

 • housing associations 

 • Department for Work and Pensions 

 • Job Centre Plus 

 • Citizen’s Advice Bureau 

 • education establishments, charities and local employers

This information is largely web-based and is available to you at any time.

Career Transition Partnership (CTP)
This is the official provider of Armed Forces resettlement since 1998. Service leavers 
of all ranks can benefit from resettlement support, career advice and training 
opportunities. Download the CTP event programme 2014 and find out more on their 
website (link in right-hand panel).

Where to find information : Access general transition information using the links 
on the right and downloading these two specially produced guides: Access regional 
information by clicking on the Regional Brigade pages listed below the map.

Army Bulletin - short guide to making a smooth transition to civvy street: This brief 
guide explains the five building blocks of transition and tells you when and where 
to go for the right advice, starting with your resettlement officer and unit welfare 
officer.

A welfare guide for the service leaver: This guide covers resettlement, housing, leave, 
and pensions as well as the administrative procedures, for the smooth transition to 
civilian life. It also tells you about the ex-Service and civilian welfare agencies that are 
there to help you once you have left the Army.
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Need more support?
Transition to Civilian Life is achieved successfully in the majority of cases. However, 
there may be individuals who need practical support above and beyond the transition 
information mentioned here.

In these instances it is important that Service Personnel identify any issues to their 
chain of command at the earliest opportunity so that the appropriate support 
agencies can be engaged to achieve a successful resolution.

Contact Details: http://www.army.mod.uk/welfare-support/23590.aspx

51 (Scottish) Brigade

51 (Scottish) Brigade has regional responsibility for TA units in Scotland with its 
Headquarters at Forthside, Stirling and is part of the Army’s Support Command.
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Mr X, aged 54 and an ex-serviceman of 11 years, was referred 
to the Citizens Advice Bureau by the Benefits Agency in 2010. 
He required general help with filling in benefit applications 
and the appeal process regarding his army war pension. 
In a period of just over three years he has been in contact 
with either CAB or ASAP over ten times.  Furthermore, over 
5 of these meetings concerned benefits. He also considers 
himself to have a disability which prevents him seeking/ 
undertaking employment. 

Case study 1

Please describe your military background?

“Lance Corporal of The Black Watch, 11 years full time.”

(The Black Watch, 3rd Battalion, Royal Regiment of Scotland (3 SCOTS) is an infantry 
battalion of the Royal Regiment of Scotland.)

Please describe your current situation? Eg. Housing, family, employment, medical 
problems etc.

“Council Housing after 3 years homeless, now need to furnish it.”

What have you found to be most difficult since leaving the forces? Eg, adjusting to 
civilian life, finding employment, budgeting your finances etc.

“Adjusting to civilian life and the welfare state.”

A) Is there a particular area of the welfare system which you have found to be 
particularly challenging? E.g. sourcing the forms, working out entitlements, filling 
in the forms? 

B) Why do you think this area was particularly difficult?

“ESA, (Incapacity Benefit). I went from being entitled to it, then to not being entitled 
to it. I had had it for 7 years, worked for 1 year and then was not entitled to it 
anymore.”

Can you please describe your experienced with ASAP? 

“Pleasant, helpful, the advisors went more than the odd mile to help with the 
benefits.” 

Please share any opinions you have of a) the welfare system and b) the transition 
from military to civilian life.

“I don’t have a very high opinion of the welfare system, the staff are helpful but their 
hands are tied with red tape. There is no transition from military to civilian life.”
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The case of a veteran. As reported by the Stirling 
Observer, 13 November 2013

Former soldier living rough on Stirling streets

A former Black Watch soldier wears a poppy for Remembrance Day. But he will not 
be attending a service and admits to feeling bitter about the way society has treated 
him, as he lives homeless on the streets of Stirling.

The veteran (54) spends a couple of nights a week in a tent in a cold concrete garage. 
If he is lucky a friend or family member will let him crash on their couch. Over the 
last three years he has slept everywhere from park benches to dilapidated buildings. 
Anywhere warm and weatherproof.

He said: “I served my country and did everything they asked of me in the army but I 
am forgotten.

“Remembrance Day should be about respecting every soldier who has done his or 
her duty.

“I can’t help but feel a little bitter at this time of year.”

The veteran, a former Stirling High School student from Cambusbarron, joined the 
Black Watch at the age of 16, following in his father’s footsteps.

He served in the jungles of Belize, did tours of Germany and dodged bullets and bombs 
in Northern Ireland at the height of the Troubles, when soldiers were kidnapped, 
tortured and often executed by terrorists.

Since leaving the army he has suffered post-traumatic stress disorder and battled 
drug addiction, which started when he was prescribed high levels of diazepam for a 
back injury in the armed forces.

He is now a diabetic with high cholesterol, who is on a methadone programme to 
wean him off a heroin habit. Despite this, Stirling Council have failed to find him a 
home and he continues to live a nomadic lifestyle, as one of many forgotten heroes.

More than 2000 Scottish veterans have registered as homeless after leaving the 
military in the past two years. While former service personnel account for one in 10 
rough sleepers in the UK, they are 10 per cent more likely to become homeless north 
of the border and sleep rough, according to Poppy Scotland, which fears the problem 
could grow worse following more Military of Defence redundancies.

After 12 years in the army he came out to start a new life with his wife and four-
year-old daughter and for eight years he supported his family by working as a care 
assistant.

Case study 2
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But after the breakdown of his marriage he had drug and alcohol problems which 
led to him serving four months in HMP Edinburgh and ending up homeless.

He got a job with Poppy Scotland, which provided accommodation for him, but had 
to leave due to his diabetes.

He said: “Stirling Council gave me a flat which I lived in for about a year quite happily. 
I was doing well and getting my life back together.

“But then they moved me on. 
I was sent from one B&B to 
another. Sometimes I got turfed 
out shortly after I arrived.”

The veteran’s parents are in their 
80s and his father has Parkinson’s 
disease. His younger brother has 
Down’s syndrome.

The veteran’s doctor has written 
to the council, urging them 
to provide accommodation in 
Cambusbarron so he can support his family and they can support him.

Despite this, he has been moved around to homeless shelters in Airth, Grangemouth 
and Alloa.

He said: “I had a post-traumatic meltdown in one place and smashed up my room, 
ending up in police cells overnight.

“These are mental health issues which I’m being treated for but Stirling Council seem 
to have written me off as a troublemaker and won’t help me.

“It seems ironic to me that these people may be wearing poppies this week and 
claiming to honour the soldiers who fought for them.”

A spokesman for Stirling Council said: “Stirling Council’s policy is not to comment on 
individual cases.”

The veteran is supported by the Armed Services Advice Project (ASAP), which has 
helped him to get a war pension and service allowance which totals £187 a week. 
Receiving this means he is only entitled to £2.85 a week in benefits.
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Follow on report

Veteran Steven still without a home

Homeless war veteran Steven Dench has been offered temporary housing — at a 
facility which has already put him out on the street.

Steven Dench, a former Black Watch member, has ended up on the streets of Stirling.

Steven (54), whose plight was revealed in Friday’s Observer, suffers Post Traumatic 
Stress from his time in the Black Watch.

Stirling Council told him he can have a room at Tarragon House in Alloa, but the 
homeless shelter refused to take him when he was sent there by the local authority 
in the summer.

The grandfather-of-three, from Cambusbarron, Stirling, revealed: “Minutes after I 
arrived the man in charge put my suitcases out on the street and locked the door.

“I can’t go where I’m not welcome. They claim they’re offering me a roof over my 
head when they’re actually not. I’ve been through years of hell, sometimes I feel like 
ending it all.”

Steven spent 12 years in the army. Eight years after he came out his marriage fell 
apart and he lived a nomadic lifestyle, spiralling into drink and drugs to block out the 
flashbacks from his time in Northern Ireland at the height of The Troubles.

Steven, who also served in Germany and Belize, spent four months in prison, but was 
determined to get his life back on track and took a job with Poppy Scotland which 
provided accommodation. But health problems led to him losing his post and ending 
up back in Stirling, living rough.

Stirling Council gave him a flat, where he lived for just over a year. But they moved 
him on and since then he’s been unable to settle.

He sleeps a couple of nights a week in a tent inside a garage, with an old paraffin 
heater to keep him warm. If he’s lucky he can crash on the couch of a friend or family 
member. He said: “I’m not claiming to be an angel. But I have a recognised mental 
health disorder. I suffer meltdowns. All of a sudden I’m back in the army, seeing the 
most horrific things.”

Steven has a catalogue of other illnesses, including diabetes, a heart condition and 
sleep apnoea. He is on a methadone programme to beat heroin addiction, which 
started when he was over-prescribed diazepam for a back injury while in the army.
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His parents, who are in their 80s, live in Cambusbarron, where his mother cares for 
his father who has Parkinson’s Disease. Steven’s brother has Down’s Syndrome and 
lives nearby.

A spokesman for Stirling Council said: “Stirling Council does not comment on 
individual cases. We do wish to stress that individuals who find themselves homeless 
are provided with significant support.”

“Stirling Council adopted the formal Scottish Veterans Charter in October 2011 and 
is committed to delivering high quality services and support for veterans.”

“The council is unable to accommodate those whose behaviour is unacceptable to 
other tenants or puts Council officers at risk. Stirling Council can, and does, offer 
people who are homeless accommodation options, but the decision on whether to 
accept can only be taken by the individual.”

HELP
Combat Stress works with Veterans 
of the British Armed Forces, and 
members of the Reserve Forces, 
through effective treatment and 
support for mental health problems. 

Everything that we do is free of charge to the Veteran. Our work is made 
possible through statutory, non-statutory and voluntary fundraising. We 
simply couldn’t do what we do without the generosity of the Great British 
public.

Contact us
Help Line:   0800 138 1619 

General Enquiries:  01372 587 000

Email:    contactus@combatstress.org.uk 

Website:    http://www.combatstress.org.uk/
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‘The Knock on Effect’: Pay Day Loans
When service personnel leave the forces they are faced with an array of challenges. 
Namely, maintaining their lifestyle in a civilian context.  With the regular non-
commissioned soldiers wage starting at £17,000 and raising to £33,000 (approximately 
14.5% higher than the closest civilian job)   the prospect of maintaining this income 
and managing the new ‘civilian expenditure’ can be a daunting and confusing task.23 
Therefore, when a veteran fails to obtain regular employment, or is confronted with 
a decrease in wages, this challenge is amplified. This may be the case where the 
individual is young and, in the anticipation of a continued military wage, already has 
an array of financial obligations. 

As already discussed many veterans either fail to seek advice regarding benefit 
entitlements or, due to the reform, are no longer eligible to those previously entitled 
to. Therefore, such individuals can find themselves in financial need, and fast. Enter: 
The Pay Day Loan. Pay Day Loans present themselves as an easy and assured way of 
getting cash. With the increasing reassurance of no credit checks, swanky advertising 
and the convenience of the high street service pay day loans can offer the ideal 
solution to an immediate cash shortage.

However, when circumstances are such that an individual is unable to meet their 
repayments one can fast find themselves victim of a spiralling downward circle; with 
their debt increasing exponentially. The worry about meeting such payments can be 
just as taxing as the payments themselves, with some individuals suffering depression 
and anxiety.  While projects are currently in place to address this growing concern 
one cannot help but ask: Had the individual sought or received the correct support, 
welfare or otherwise, would they then be in the same situation? Therefore, the issue 
of accessing benefits cannot be viewed in isolation. The impact of the welfare system 
extends beyond the ‘problem of filling in forms’ or ‘establishing entitlements’ but 
into that of debt, depression and despair.

HELP 
Citizens Advice Scotland to help the Financial Conduct 
Authority set price-cap on Payday Loans

“Parliament has given the Financial Conduct Authority a legal duty to bring 
a price-cap into for high-cost short-term credit by 2 January 2015. This is a 
result of CAS’s ongoing campaign work around payday loans, which would 
not have been possible without bureaux evidence.  Following a round table 
discussion with payday lenders, the Consumer Finance Association has 
provided escalation numbers to bureaux to better support clients” Ate.” 

The Future
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Discussion
Overall, there was a distinct lack of co-operation and reluctance of the ASAP clients 
to participate in the study.  One reason for this, as suggested by the ASAP Regional 
Support Worker Ally Gemmell, is that such clients are extremely nervous in sharing 
information on their circumstances. As mentioned earlier such clients often require 
extended sessions to gauge all of the issues they are facing. Therefore, a reluctance 
to engage in the study is consistent with this assertion. On the other hand both Mr 
Gemmell and representative of the British Army’s transition process, Major Maxell, 
were more than willing to share their opinions on the issue. 

Both acknowledge that the current welfare system is overly complex. Its emphasis 
on ‘responsibilisation’ has left many veterans (not to mention non-service personnel) 
perplexed by its intricacy. As Mr Gemmell asserted many of the ASAP clients view the 
system as an “alien bureaucratic process that they have no knowledge or experience 
of.”  Major Maxwell also contrasts the civilian system to the Veteran Welfare 
Service which offers a “one stop shop” for all their welfare needs. Furthermore, the 
participation of service personal with the Army’s “Five Pillar Transition Process” is 
largely self- motivated and therefore, many fail to attend. As such, ASAP often find 
it is dealing with the individuals who, as Major Maxell describes, “through their own 
choices missed out on these skills.” To address this issue Major Maxwell has asserted 
that the Army is increasing the emphasis it places on service personnel to attend 
these workshops and training. 

In addition to a lack of preparation for civilian life many of ASAP’s clients also 
suffer from mental illnesses such as Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, PTSD. This in 
turn impinges their ability to interact with civilian life and its “alien, bureaucratic” 
processes years after their discharge from the services. As Combat Stress’s figures 
state, such conditions can take ten years after discharge to manifest. Furthermore, 
individuals suffering from such conditions are also more likely to struggle to find 
employment and source permanent housing, as the case of Steven Dench illustrates.  
Therefore, the need to ensure that ex-service personnel receive the care and support 
for their mental wellbeing is intrinsically connected to their ability to interact and 
cope with civilian life and the welfare system.

Mr Gemmell also criticises the restrictive, red taped, nature of the welfare system. He 
submits that the Data Protection Act restricts the ability of ASAP to effectively help 
its already vulnerable clients. By allowing ASAP to access information on behalf on 
its clients many cases could be solved more efficiently and the veterans receive the 
support they are in need of and ultimately entitled to. Failure to receive such help 
can lead to support being sought elsewhere which in turn can present its own array 
of problems. For instance, those discussed involving the pay day loans. 

DiscussionDiscussion and conclusion
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Overall, the problems facing veterans appear to be as complex as the welfare system 
that they are trying to access. To effectively improve the situation increased support 
is needed from many directions including: a greater emphasis for service personnel to 
engage with the Army’s transitions process, an increase in the ability for ASAP to access 
client information and lastly, ensuring that they have access to the necessary mental 
health support. However, the general consensus is that the current welfare system is 
too complex. Service personnel, the general public and even those who work within 
the system find the reforms overly complicated and therefore, difficult to navigate. 
Ultimately, only once this issue has been addressed will the system become more 
efficient. Until such a time veterans will continue to experience “benefit sanctions, 
poverty and financial hardship.” 

Conclusion
Overall, the number of ex-service personnel who struggle with the transition into 
civilian life is comparatively low when compared to those who make a successful 
transition. Nevertheless, for those who do struggle with the process the consequences 
can be devastating. Through a lack of engagement with the transition process and 
the complex structure of the civilian welfare system veterans can find themselves 
in dire situations. As case study one illustrates individuals can find their financial 
circumstances changing from one year to the next. Furthermore, as Major Maxwell 
explained, the transition process places an emphasis on the individual to engage with 
it under their own steam. As such, some service personnel simply fail to be motivated 
and consequently, leave ill-equipped to cope. Although the transition process appears 
thorough, offering service personnel ample opportunity to prepare for civilian life, 
a greater emphasis on its importance is needed to encourage their participation. 
Furthermore, a clearer understanding of the welfare system and how it operates is 
needed to ensure that veterans are able to both understand their entitlements and 
also pursue them. 
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Who can help?

The Armed Services Advice Project (ASAP)

ASAP is part of the Citizens Advice 
Bureau

They support people who are:

 • Serving in the Armed Forces, Regular 
or Reserve, and their dependents.

 • Ex-service, Regular or Reserve 
(Including the Territorial Army), and 
their dependants.

 • Members of the Merchant Navy 
who served in a commercial vessel in 
support of legally defined UK military 
operations, and their dependants.

They can assist with:

 • Benefits- entitlements, support with 
applications and appeals against 
decisions.

 • Debt and money advice- budgeting, debt management, income maximisation 
and improving your financial situation.

 • Housing- whether you rent, are an owner occupier or are homeless.

 • Work-related problems- terms and conditions, dismissal, sickness absence, 
intimidation, unfair dismissal and redundancy issues.

 • Consumer issues- help with everything from broken kettles to difficulties with 
gas and electricity supply.

 • Relationships- issues relating to separation, children, bereavement and other 
family matters.

 • Service related matters, including referrals to the appropriate organisation to 
help you. 

“Our trained specialist advisers offer information, advice and 
casework support. They will work with a wide range of other 

organisations to put together a support package that’s right for 
you.”
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Contact Information

Phone:    Helpline  0845 231 0300*  

    Lines are open from 9am until 5pm, Monday to Friday.

Email:    ASAP@citizensadvicedirect.org.uk

Further Information:  www.cas.org.uk and www.asapadvice.org.uk

Ask us to call you:   fill in the form at either of the above websites and an   

    adviser will call you back.

You call also call into your local citizens advice bureau. You will find this it the phone 

book or can find it on www.cas.org.uk.

*Our practical advice is free, but the phone number is not. Call charges for the helpline 

number are charges as for local calls from a BT Landline, and may include a call set-

up fee (depending on your package and supplier). Charges from other networks may 

vary and mobiles may cost considerably more.
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Reports
 • Andrew Scobie, “Got no Money, Got no Food: A study of ‘crisis’ assistance in 

Stirling District” Citizens Advice Bureau (2013)

 • Cochrane, ATalbot,D The Search for Security in Cochrane, Talbot B (eds) 
Security, Welfare, Crime and Societ, Maidenhead: Open University/McGraw 
Hill Education. 

 • Keith Dryburgh, “Civvy Street: The New Frontline, Meeting the Advice needs 
of the Armed forces Advice Service in Scotland” Citizens Advice Scotland, 
Armed Services Project

 • Poppy Scotland, Meeting the Need: A report into addressing the needs of 
veterans in Scotland, 2006

 • The Royal British Legion, Health, welfare and social needs of the Armed Forces 
Community: a qualitative Study, March 2011

 • The Royal British Legion, Legion Welfare in the 2010’s: A decade of change, 
March 2011

Websites
 • Armed Service Advice Project: http://www.adviceasap.org.uk/ 

 • British Army: The Transition Process: http://www.army.mod.uk/welfare-
support/23590.aspx

 • Citizens’ Advice Bureau: http://www.stirlingcab.org.uk/ 

Stirling Observer Reports
 • Daily Record and Sunday Mail: Stirling Observer, “Former Soldier living 

rough in streets of Stirling”, Daily Record.co.uk, 08 November 2013: http://
www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/local-news/former-soldier-living-rough-
stirling-2689769#.UyhMLDkgRL0.email 

 • Daily Record and Sunday Mail: Stirling Observer, “Veteran Steven still 
without a home”, Gareth Iwan Jonew, 13 November  2013: http://www.
dailyrecord.co.uk/news/local-news/veteran-sleeps-streets-stirling-2786774#.
UyhM83QK1V0.email
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What Stirling CAB does for Stirling Citizens 
The ever changing welfare reforms and the economic downturn have created a huge 
and increasing demand for your local CAB services. In order for the CAB to continue to 
help people in Stirling District, its staff and volunteers have had to develop and create 
an organisation that both meets the need of the community and is cost effective to 
the taxpayer. The CAB service in Stirling is a charity and relies on core funding from 
local government and a range of innovative project funders to exist to help protect 
and improve the quality of life for vulnerable people in the Stirling area. 

Stirling CAB delivers free, confidential, impartial and independent information, 
advice, and support and representation services to the citizens of the area regardless 
of their age, race, religion or belief, sexual orientation, disability, gender or any 
other social factor.  Information, advice and support are provided on a very wide 
range of issues, with the greatest demand relating to welfare benefits, employment, 
consumer debt, housing and legal issues. 

The Bureau strives to deliver services that are efficient and effective, provide value 
for money, are fit for purpose and meet client needs as fully as possible.  The 
mixture of city, towns and rural villages present particular challenges in terms of 
service configuration and delivery which are being met using a variety of different 
approaches to suit local need.  

For example, Stirling CAB provides outreach clinics in a variety of different rural 
locations and settings as well as a home visiting service for housebound people, as 
outreach is not always a viable option. It also offers email and telephone advice, and 
refers clients, as appropriate, to the service’s web-based information and self-help 
resource, Advice Guide.

Stirling CAB is a highly respected, valued and trusted brand and provides a holistic 
service which aims to meet all of a client’s needs. It works in partnership with a 
number of agencies including Stirling Council, Women’s Aid and Criminal Justice to 
deliver welfare rights, employment, money, housing and legal advice but does not 
operate in competition with any of these organisations.

Stirling District Citizens Advice Bureau Ltd
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The Bureau currently has over 60 highly skilled volunteers and a small team of Core 
and Project staff designed to meet the advice and support needs of the community:  

Core Advice Service  

This service provides at least 100 hours per week face to face advice, telephone 
and email advice, information and casework support up to but excluding a physical 
appearance at court or tribunal. This covers the following subjects: Welfare 
Benefits, Consumer issues, Debt, Education, Employment, Finance, Housing, Health, 
Immigration and Nationality, Legal, Relationships, Utilities. 

Last year Stirling CAB dealt with 13 358 varied issues and generated £3.75 million 
into the pockets of people in Stirling. It also resolved £3.6 million worth of debt for 
the community. 

Money Advice Service  

Stirling CAB delivers Money Guidance in Stirling – in partnership with community 
organisations and Housing Associations - and offers advice on budgeting and money 
issues in relation to change of circumstances. It also clearly explains issues on finance. 
Since 2012, it has assisted over 600 people. 

CAB/Criminal Justice Alliance Project     

This new Big Lottery Support and Connect funded project will allow Stirling CAB and 
the Council’s Criminal Justice Service to work together. The two specialist Benefits 
and Money Advice Service workers will reduce the impact of welfare reforms on 
vulnerable people involved in the Criminal Justice system and provide a second tier 
advice support service to Criminal Justice workers. Advice on money, entitlements 
and help with practical issues will contribute to a reduction in offending.

Representation at Tribunals 

Stirling CAB and Stirling Council on Disability have made a joint proposal to Stirling 
Council to provide a Best Value representation service to help the huge number 
of vulnerable people in Stirling District losing benefit entitlement due to Welfare 
reforms. Stirling CAB currently does not offer a routine type 3 service. 

Volunteers into work 

Stirling CAB helps unemployed people get paid jobs. Last year, through our training 
and volunteer support work, 40 - 60% of our volunteers got a job within 12 – 18 
months of joining the CAB. 
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BIG – Financial Capability Project – The SKINT campaign     

(Eastern Villages/Raploch/Cornton/Cultenhove/ Cowie/Callander) 

Stirling CAB secured funding for the Financial Capability Advice Project from BIG 
Lottery Investing in Communities in 2012 ( this funding  runs till 2017) This SKINT 
campaign has generated over £600,000 into some of the most deprived communities 
in Stirling District thus far. It provides weekly advice surgeries and home visiting in 
Stirling District’s rural communities. 

The project has also taught over 1000 vulnerable people to better understand and 
manage money. They have also ensured that those without bank accounts get them 
and that people access the best and cheapest deals on the market for credit, for gas 
and electricity and for insurance. 

This service is expanding into more rural Stirling in 2014/2015 and in addition to Plean, 
Cowie, Cultenhove, Cornton has opened ( or shortly will) advice sites in Callander, 
Killin and Balfron.  

Case evidence – The client fled from domestic violence and had been placed in 
temporary housing accommodation. 

The client’s sole income was welfare benefits and her income was further depleted 
by the introduction of the bedroom tax; the client’s temporary accommodation was a 
3-bedroom property, meaning that she had to pay £27 per week from her £71.60 per 
week. The client also had deductions being taken from her ongoing benefit award 
to clear her rent, council tax and social fund arrears. 

The Bureau was able to obtain emergency funds for the client so that she could put 
money into her electricity meter. The client was also given a charitable grant from a 
charity to apply for her own bankruptcy (£200). 

The client was declared bankrupt, thus clearing her debts (totalling around £5,000). 
Without rent arrears, the client was finally offered permanent accommodation after 
being in homelessness accommodation for a significant length of time.

Translators 

As Stirling is a multicultural city, and Stirling CAB an inclusive organisation, it offers 
advice in Polish, Russian, Latvian, Chinese, Braille and British Sign Language. 
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Mental Health Money and Benefits Outreach Project   

Jointly funded by Stirling Council and NHS Forth Valley this specialist outreach Benefits 
and Money advice service  provided advice and ongoing support to vulnerable 
people experiencing long term mental ill health at a variety of locations throughout 
Stirling.  It put £178,000 into the pocket of some of the most vulnerable people in 
our community and stopped hundreds having to access emergency NHS psychiatric 
support. 

Case evidence - A client was referred to the CAB Mental Health Project with a range 
of acute psychiatric problems, resulting in their admission for detention under the 
Mental Health Act by their psychiatrist.

The Mental Health Project conducted a full benefit check. The client had a history of 
cancelling their benefit awards. These were always taken as verbatim by DWP as the 
client stated they were fit for work; as a result all entitlements stopped.

The Mental Health Project constructed a case with supporting letters regarding the 
client’s condition history and diagnosis from CPN and Psychiatrists. 

All relevant benefit forms were completed, submitted and rejected, despite the 
client being accompanied to their ATOS medical. The decisions were appealed, and 
the cases constructed and submitted to tribunals by the Mental Health project which 
resulted in all entitlements being reinstated. This put over £11,550 back into this 
vulnerable person’s pocket. 

Women’s Aid outreach surgery 

Stirling CAB currently provides a specialist advice service at Stirling Women’s Aid 
office to those women and children experiencing domestic abuse.

Work Club 

Stirling CAB via the SKINT outreach project runs successful Work Clubs in Plean, Cowie 
and now Callander, helping local unemployed adults back into work.

Patient Advice and Support Service (PASS)  

Stirling CAB provides a specialist advice and support service to people in Stirling 
district who want to give feedback or comments, or raise concerns or complaints 
about NHS treatment. For more information on this service, please visit the website 
at www.patientadvicescotland.org.uk/
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Pro bono legal clinic 

Stirling CAB provides free legal advice, with 6 x 30 minute free solicitor interviews 
every fortnight.

Domestic Abuse Transitions Advice Project  

We have recently been awarded funding from BIG Lottery – Becoming a Survivor 
fund for a five year (two worker initiative- a CAB Women and Children’s Solicitor 
and a CAB paralegal Domestic Abuse caseworker .The DATA project aims at pulling 
together individualised legal advice, information and casework support tailored for 
women and their children fleeing domestic abuse; it will contain all or some of the 
range of support below.

• FREE Legal advice, representation and social/welfare holistic casework support

• One to one support/advocacy

• Volunteer Befriending scheme (Women’s Aid)

• Support with benefits, legal advice and housing options

The DATA project is a necessity in order for a woman to break the cycle of abuse, 
solving many of the practical issues that inhibit leaving and providing holistic support 
to the family to look forward and plan for the future, set goals and work towards 
these goals leading to improved confidence and resilience.

Armed Services Advice Project (ASAP)   

Stirling CAB secured funding from Poppy Scotland and provides specialist advice and 
support to the Armed services community and their dependents. In the last year this 
project has helped over 240 veterans with a range of welfare, debt, employment, 
housing and mental health issues and generated over £250,000 for some of the most 
vulnerable people in our community. A pertinent quote by a veteran client: “Serving 
in Afghanistan is easier than understanding Civvy Street”

A Veteran with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder was sacked for gross misconduct. The 
ASAP project submitted the relevant arguments through an Employment Tribunal 
claim. Lawyers repeatedly tried to strike out the claim over the course of several 
pre-hearing reviews that ASAP represented. ASAP argued the case and the Tribunal 
ordered an independent psychiatric report. As a result of the report the employer 
sought settlement out of court, which was accepted. Using the report, ASAP 
successfully applied for a war pension and Disability Living Allowance. This was a 
prolonged case over two years and the client financial gain for 1 year was £7500.
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Stirling CAB Rural Fuel Poverty Outreach Project  

Fuel Poverty is a big problem and, with the electricity and gas price increases, it’s 
getting worse. Stirling CAB’s Rural Fuel Poverty Project funded from June 2014 by 
Scottish Southern Energy, is a response to help educate and inform, enable and 
empower people in rural Stirling District to take appropriate action to manage their 
fuel usage. It also helps them cope via energy efficiency advice and instruction, and 
access to energy related grants and products that use less energy. 

This project will look to deliver Community workshops to both frontline workers and 
service users to provide practical assistance in obtaining cheaper electricity and gas. 
It will also offer weekly outreach and home visiting to vulnerable people who may 
be housebound in rural Stirling District.

Social Policy Team 

Our volunteer researchers have produced reports, research, factsheets and guides for 
vulnerable people in the community. This year, both the Crisis Survival campaign – 
“Got no Money, Got no Food”- and the Homelessness - “Know your rights“ - activity 
were very successful. Our next campaign – “Under Pressure “focuses on the problems 
clients have in relation to medicals and obtaining medical evidence linked to the 
increase due to Welfare reform. This evidence-based work helps influence local 
and national policy to be fairer on local people and is of significant use to local 
councillors, MP’s and MSP’s to help them interpret how legislation impacts on in their 
constituency.

Final Note 

The Poverty Alliance predicts that over £27 million will be removed from the Stirling 
District economy linked to Welfare reforms (2012 – 2015). For this reason and many 
others, Stirling CAB exists as a vital Best Value service to our community and informs, 
enables, empowers and protects vulnerable people in Stirling District, and is needed 
now more than ever before.
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Stilring District Citizens Advice Bureau is a member of The Scottish Association 
of Citizens Advice Bureaux: Scotland’s largest independent advice network. CAB 
advice services are delivered using service points throughout Scotland, from the 
islands to city centres. 

The CAB Service aims: 
to ensure that individuals do not suffer through lack of knowledge of their 
rights and responsibilities, or of the services available to them, or through an 
inability to express their need effectively 

and equally 
to exercise a responsible influence on the development of social policies and 
services, both locally and nationally.

The CAB Service is independent and provides free, confidential and impartial 
advice to everybody regardless of age, disability, gender, race, religion and 
belief and sexual orientation.

www.stirlingcab.org.uk

SessionSupervisor@StirlingCAB.casonline.org.uk.
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